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REGULAR TRANSITION FUNCTIONS AND

REGULAR SUPERPROCESSES

E. B. DYNKIN

Abstract. The class of regular Markov processes is very close to the class of

right processes studied by Meyer, Getoor and others. We say that a transition

function p is regular if it is the transition function of a well-defined regular

Markov process. A characterization of regular transition functions is given

which implies that, if p is regular, then the Dawson-Watanabe and the Fleming-

Viot supertransition functions over p belong to the same class.

1. Introduction

1.1. Let (Et,A$t), t e R be a family of measurable spaces. A transition

function p in (Et ,£%t) is a function p(r ,x;t,B), r <t eR,x eEr,B eAA§t

with the following properties:

1.1.A. p(r,x;t,-) is a probability measure on (Et,A38f).

1.1.B. p(r,-;t,B) isa ^.-measurable function.

I.l.C. jp(r,x;s,dy)p(s,y;t,B) = p(r,x;t,B) for all r<t,x and B.

We say that p separates states if:

l.l.D. For every a e R and every x ^ y G Ea, there exist t > a and B e £$t

such that p(a,x;t ,B) ^ p(a,y;t ,B).

We set p(r,x;t,B) = 0 for r > t. We denote by <AA the set of all pairs

(t, x), t G R, x e Et and by âBg the cr-algebra in I? generated by the functions

(1.1) F(r,x)=p(r,x;t,B),        teR,Be&t.

If all spaces (Et,âSt) are standard Borel, then p is called a Borel transition

function.

1.2. Suppose that we are given:

(a) an arbitrary set Q ;

(b) for every t e R, a measurable space (Et,A%t) and a mapping Xt from

fi to Et ;
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(c) for every open interval A, a a-algebra y (A) in Q ;

(d) for every r e R, x e Er, a probability measure Pr x on AF>r =

3r(r,cx>).

We assume that y (A) C y (A') for A c A' and that y (A) is generated by

|jy(An) if An î A. We denote by y<( the minimal it-algebra which contains

&<t and {Xt e B} for all BeâSr The notation y,,, A^(r,t],... is defined

similarly. We say that Sf = (Xt ,y (A), Pr x) is a Markov process if:

I.2.A. AT, is adapted to y (A) (i.e. {A, e B} e y (A) if f G A and B e 38f .
I.2.B. For each Y e ^>t, Pt XY is ^-measurable. For every r < t e R and

every Ye^(r,t], Zef>(,

Pr,xYZ=PrJYPlXZ).

[Writing F G y means that Y is a bounded y-measurable function.]

To every Markov process 3? there corresponds a transition function

(1.2) p(r,x;t,B) = Prx{X,eB},       r < t G R,x e Er,B e3§t.

Every Borel transition function corresponds to a canonical Markov process Sf

for which Q is the space of all paths co(t) e Et, t e R and y (A) is generated

by Xt, te A.

1.3. If Sf is a Markov process, then we denote by A^Afßf) the set of all finite

measures P on y   such that
>ct

(1.3) pyz = 7j(y/}/A,z)

for all a < t,Y e^(a,t],Z ef>r Put P g Jf'(jr) if P e JT(^) and

P(Q) = 1 .

Denote by SiffS?) the set of all extremal elements of A%Af(ä?) (that is the

elements which can not be represented as a convex combination of two distinct

elements) and by AVa(A2A) the set of all measures Pa x ,x G Ea .

We say that Sf is a regular process if:

I.3.A. For every r < u e R, every Z G y>u and every P G A7ff(%?), Pt XZ

is, P-a.s., right continuous in t on [r,w).

I.3.B. The (T-algebra £%% is generated by a countable family & of bounded

functions g'(x) such that, for every œ e Q., g'(Xt(œ)) is right continuous and

has left limits at every ieR.

1.3.C For all r eR,x e Er,Xr = x  P, ,-a.s.

[If P is a probability measure on y, then the expression " A holds P-a.s."

means that A belongs to the P-completion of y and P(A) = 1 .]

By replacing ^f(Sf) in condition 1.3.A with smaller class AVr(§f), we define

the slightly wider class of right processes.

1.4. Let H' stand for the cone of all positive bounded ^-measurable functions,

let JA be the set of all finite measure on ^ and let JAt stand for the subset

of JA which consists of probability measures. Put (f ,p) = J fdp . To every
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transition function p in (E ,33), there correspond linear operators / —► Trf

from H to Hr and linear operators p —» pTr from JAr to JAt such that
(TrJ,p) = (f,pTr).

An entrance law for p at time a is a family k( e JAt, t > a such that

KrTr = Kt for all a < r < t. We denote by AAifp) the set of all such laws,

by <%f(p) the set of all probability entrance laws (for which Kt are probability

measures) and by AVa(p) the set of the entrance laws of the form

(1.4) Kt(B)=p(a,x;t,B),        t>a,Be33;.

If 3? is a Markov process with the transition function p , then the formula

(1.5) Kl(B) = P{XieB},      teR,BeA%t,

determines a one-to-one mapping from Affjß?) into AAAAfp) which maps

Jrfiâ?) into Jff(p) and ^(¿T) into Affp). We say that JT is well defined if

(1.5) is a one-to-one mapping from A^Af(Sf) onto A%Aa (p). In particular, every

canonical Markov process is well defined.

A transition function p is called regular if it is the transition function of a

well-defined regular process.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that p is a Borel transition function which separates

states. Then p is regular if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:

I.4.A. The o-algebra 33% is generated by an algebra AA? of bounded functions

g such that, for every r e R and for all xeEr, Tr(g'(x) -» gr(x) as t [ r.

I.4.B. For every a G R, Jiffp) = AlAa(p).

1.5. Every regular transition function has the following property:

I.5.A. For every positive ^.-measurable f'(x), the function  Trtf\x) is

Í2§g x ^"„-measurable in (r,x),t (here AÂê^ means the Borel cr-algebra in R).

Suppose that p is a Borel transition function which satisfies 1.5.A. Then (see

[D5]), for every constant y > 0, there exists a unique semigroup of operators

Vtr:Hl ^Hr suchthat

( i -6) vff+\ j' rt[( v;ff] ds = rtf

for all r < t e R,f e H'. Let J?^, be the cr-algebra in JAt generated by the

functions F(v) = v(B), B e 33t. There exists a unique transition function

3°(r,p;t,dv) in (JAt,&£) suchthat

(1.7) /  A?(r,p;t,dv)e-{f'v) =exp{-(V;f,p)},        fell'.
J.œ,

(see [D5], cf. [Da and W]). It follows from (1.7) that

(1.8) JA?(r,p;t,dv)(f,v) = (Trtf,p).

We call 3° the Dawson-Watanabe supertransition function over p .
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The Fleming- Viot supertransition function 3s over p is defined in the spaces

JAt   by (1.8) and the inductive formula

(1.9) f^(r,p;t,dv)f[(fl,u) = un(t-r)f[(Trifi,p)
J 7=1 1=1

+ 2yW' dsun(t-s) \&(r,p;S,dv)(rtfffjrv) ]\(Tstfk,u)
i<jJr J WJ

for n>2,fx, ... ,fneJ^' where

/.\ -yn(n—l)t
un(t)=e

(see [FV and DH], cf. [D6]).

Our central result is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that a transition function p separate states and let 3s be

the Dawson-Watanabe or the Fleming-Viot supertransition function over p. Ifp

is regular, then 3° is also regular. If 3s is regular and if p satisfies condition

1.4.A, then p is also regular.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

2.1. Let (E,33) and (Ë,33) be two measurable spaces. Writing (E,33) c

(Ë,33) means that E e 33 and 33 is the trace of 33 on Ë (that is 33

consists of the sets B n E, B e 33).

Suppose that i is an isomorphism from (E ,33) into (É ,33) that is a one-

to-one mapping from E into Ê such that i(B) e 33 if and only if B e 33 .

Then we can make (E,33) c (Ë,33) by identifying i(x) with x .
We use the following facts:

2.I.A. If í is a one-to-one measurable mapping from a standard Borel space

(E ,38) into a standard Borel space (È ,33), then i is an isomoprhism from

(E,33) into (Ê,33).
2. LB. Every countable family of measurable functions separating points of a

standard Borel space (E ,33) generates 33 .

We refer to [K, Section 39.5, Theorem 2] for 2.1.A and to [D2, Lemma 2.1]

for 2.1.B (which follows easily from 2.1.A).

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that p is a Borel transition function. Let A be a countable

everywhere dense subset of R and let a countable family 3A3t c 33t be closed

under intersection, contain Et and generate 33t. Formula

(2.1) F(r,x)=p(r,x;t,B),       teA,fe33[,

determines a family W of functions on W which generates 33^ .

If p separates states, then for every r, the functions (2.1) generate £$r and

the mapping x -+ (r, x) is an isomorphism from (Er,33r) into (AAAA ,3@r).

Proof. Denote by s/ the cr-algebra in & generated by W. Let / G A. Put

/ G AA? if Trf(x) is sf -measurable. By the Multiplicative Systems Theorem
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(see, e.g., [D5]), A%? contains all bounded á?-measurable functions. Now let /

be an arbitrary real number. Choose tn e A such that tn \ t. Note that

(2-2) \<,Trtf{x) = lr<tTrtnfn(x)

where fn(x) = T'f f(x). Since Tr f(x) and lr<t = Tr 1 are sf -measurable,

we establish that Trf(x) is sé -measurable by passing to the limit in (2.2).

The second part of the lemma will follow from 2.1 .A, B if we show that the

functions (2.1) with a fixed r separate points of ET. Suppose that

p(r,x;t,B) = p(r,y;t,B)

for all Be33¡.

Then by the Multiplicative Systems Theorem, Trf(x) = Trf(y) for all f G

33t. If this is true for all / G A, then, by 1.1 .C, it is true for an arbitrary t > r.

Hence x = y .

2.2. Lemma 2.2. If Sf is a regular Markov process in Borel spaces (E(,33f,

then:

2.2.A. For every t e R, X( is measurable relative to

S?(t,t+) = f)3A(t,u].
u>t

2.2.B. For all a G R, P G Jtf(äf), Ze3r>a,

(2.3) PZ = PP   yZ.v ' ot ,Xn

Proof. By 1.3.B, fl(Xf e 3r(t,t+) if f eS and therefore for all f e33%.

In particular, TlJ(Xt) e 9~(t,t+) for all u > t, f G 33u , and 2.2.A follows

from Lemma 2.1.

It is sufficient to check 2.2.B for Z g y>u, u > a . By (1.3), PZ = PP¡ XZ

for all t e (a,u), and we get 2.2.B by passing to the limit as t | a and using

I.3.A.

2.3. Let %f = (A(,y(A),Pr f) be a Markov process in standard Borel spaces

(Et,33t). An x e Et is called a branching point if P, v ̂ A^Af(SA). The set E°

of all nonbranching points belongs to AA3{ and we denote by AAA3° the trace of

33t in E° .

Theorem 2.1. Let a Borel transition function p in (Et,33t) have no branching

points and satisfy conditions 1.4.A and 1.1 AD. Let SA = (X , y (A), P ) be the

canonical Markov process corresponding to p. Then there exist standard Borel

spaces (Êi,33i)d(E!,^i) and a Markov process (X1,AÄr(A),Pr x) in (Et,33f

with the transition function p such that:

2.3.A. The set P¡ v ,x e E{ coincides with 3ÍAfe(Sf).

2.3.B. Xt is 3A(t,t+)-measurable.

2.3.C. For xeEt, /> x = P, x and P, v{À, = x) = 1.
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2.3.D. P{Xl ¿ Xf = 0 for ail P e3iAr(3f),r<t.

2.3.E. p(r,x;t,B)=p(r,x;t,BC\Et) for r <teR,xeEr,Be33t

2.3.F. If A is a countable everywhere dense subset ofR, then, for all r <ue

R,Ye3A>u,PeArrl(ßf),

(2.4) p,xY=   lim   PsxY    for all t e[r ,u)   P-a.s.
'   ' i|(,sGA      '   s

and therefore Pt XY is right continuous on [r, u) P-a.s. Moreover Pt x Y has

left limits on (r,u]  P-a.s.

We call 3? the regularization of 3A.

Proof. Put Êt = 3¡Afe (SA) and let 33t be the cr-algebra in Ët generated by

functions F(P) = Pf\xu) ,u> t,f e33u. By Theorem 1.1 and §3.6 in [D3],

there exists a Markov process 3? = (X( ,SF(A), Pl ) in (Ët ,33f which satisfies

2.3.B and 2.3.F and such that

(2.5) Ply = P    ify = Pe3AA'e(3f).

Clearly, (2.5) implies 2.3.A.

Let * : 3lAfe (3?) -► JTt\(p) and i:Et-> jrfe (p) be the maps defined by ( 1.4)

and (1.5) and let p = x~Xi- Note that p(x) = Ptx and, by (2.5), /> >/)(v) = Pt x .

Clearly, p is a 1-1 measurable mapping from E° into Êt and, by 2.1.A, we

can identify x and p(x) and make (E° ,33°) c (Èt,£À8f. Obviously, 2.3.C

holds.

Let g belong to the algebra & in 1.4.A. For every r < t < u,P eA%r(3?),

Y eA?(r,t],

P[YPtXigu(Xu)] = P[Ygu(Xu)] = P[YPtX/(Xu)].

[The first equation follows from (1.3) and the second one from 2.3.F and (1.3).]

This implies

P[YT'ugu(Xt)] = P[YT'ugu(Xt)]

and passing to the limit as u { t, we get P[Yg'(Xf] = P[Yg'(Xt)]. Since

g eA§ generate 38g , it follows from Lemma 2.1 that g' generate 38t and, by

the Multiplicative Systems Theorem,

P[Yf(X,)] = P[Yf(X,)]    for all fe33r

Therefore

P[f{Xt)2] = P[f(Xt)2] = P[f(X,)f{Xt)]

which implies 2.3.D.

Clearly, 2.3.E is an implication of 2.3.C and 2.3.D.

2.4. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Letp be a regular transition function and let 3? be

a corresponding well-defined regular Markov process. Clearly, 1.4.A holds for
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the algebra & generated by the family S introduced in I.3.B. It follows from

2.2.B that every P e3AAQ(3f) has the form

P = jp(dx)Pax

and therefore AWfe(3f)eAlAa(3A) which implies I.4.B.

Suppose that p satisfies conditions 1.4.AandB. By 1.4.B, E° = Et. Consider

3f,3f and p defined in Theorem 2.1. By 1.4.B, 2.3.A and 1.1.D, Et = Ët, and

by 2.3.D, E, 3f = (À(,y(A),PJ x) is a Markov process with the transition

function p. It follows from 2.3.A that %f(ä?) = JtAf'ä?) and # is well
defined since 3A is well defined. By 2.3.F, C 3A satisfies conditions 1.3.A, C.

We construct, on the same space Q,, a Markov process 3f = (Xt,AAF(A),P )

which satisfies, in addition to 1.3.A and C, condition I.3.B.

To this end, let W = {Fx(r,x), ... ,F(r,x), ...} be the family in Lemma

2.1 enumerated in an arbitrary order. Formula

Yr = {Fx(r,Xr),...,Fn(r,Xr),...}

defines a stochastic process in the space [0,1 ]°° which we consider as a compact

metric space with the distance d(x,y) = Yff 2~"\xn - yn\. Denote by D(A)

the set of mappings from A to [0,1]°° which are right continuous with left

limits. Put co g A(A) if Y fco), t e A, belongs to D(A). We claim that, for

every eu g A[r, oo) there exists co' e A(R) such that ctj(/) = co'(t) for all t > r.

Indeed, Px s(A[s,oc)) = 1 and therefore .4(A) is not empty for any A. Let

wn e A(AJ where An = [r - n, r - n + 1 ), «=1,2,.... Put co'(t) = co(t)

fort>r and co'(t) = con(t) for t e An . By 2.3.B, Yt e 3r(An) for ieA^;

therefore Yfco') = Y((œn) for / G An and of e A(An). For similar reasons,

of e A[r, oo). Hence of e A(R).

Suppose B G y^ contains ^(R). We claim that B d ,4[r,oo). Indeed,

if a) G A[r, oo), then there exists ctj' g A(R) c B such that oj'(t) = w(t) for

all t > r. There exists a countable set Ac (r, oo) such that B e y (A), and

co e B because œ e B because to' e B and ctj'(í') = œ(t) for / G A. We

conclude that, for every PeJff (3f), P(B) > PA[r, oo) = 1 .

Since A(R) has the outer measure 1 relative to Pr , measures Pr can be

continued to the cr-algebra y(R) generated by y(R) and ^(R). We denote

by y (A) the minimal cr-algebra which contains y (A) and A(R), we choose

an arbitrary element a»° of A(R) and we put

Xfœ) = Xt(œ)     forœeA(R),

= A^ct/)     for co <£ A(R).

Obviously # = (Â(,y(A),Pr v) is a well-defined regular process with the

transition function p.
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

3.1. First, we prove Theorem 1.1 for the Dawson-Watanabe supertransition

function. The case of the Fleming-Viot supertransition function is much simpler

and it will be discussed at the end of the section.

Lemma 3.1. Let 3s be the Dawson-Watanabe supertransition function over p.

Then 3e is a Borel transition function. If p separates states and satisfies condi-

tion 1.4. A, then the same is true for 3s.

Proof. Formula

u = (l,v),    v\dx) = v(dx)l(l,v)

defines a one-to-one mapping ip from JAf{0} onto (0, cx>) x JAtl . Clearly, ip

is measurable and, by 2.1.A, it is an isomorphism. Therefore, (JAt,38¿) is a

standard Borel space.

Let 3B(r,p;t,C) = 3°(r,v;t,C) for all t, C. Then, by (1.8), (Trg',p) =

(Trg! ,u) for all geAÂ?. Hence (gr,p) = (gr ,v). By Lemma 2.1, gr generate

33r, and by the Multiplicative Systems Theorem, p = v .

Suppose that 1.4.A is satisfied for p . Denote by <S the minimal linear space

which contains all the functions

G'(v) = e-(s''u),       ge%, g>0.

Since 3? is a linear space, Ö is an algebra. By (1.7),

/
3»(r,p;t,dv)G'(v) = exp{-(Vlrg',p)}.

By (1.6),  Vfg' —► g' as tir and therefore 1.4.A is satisfied for 30 .

3.2. Lemma 3.2. Suppose that 3A = (Xt,AF(A) ,Pr   ) is a Markov process with

transition function 3s . If P e S?fe(3f), then P(l ,Xt) < oo for all t > a.

Proof. Equation (1.6) can be solved explicitly if / = k is a constant, namely,

(3.1) v;k = x[l + y^(t-r)\X .

Suppose that r [ a along a denumerable set. Then, P-a.s.,

PrXexv{-X(l,Xt)}-+Pexr>{-X(l,Xt)}

and, by (1.7) and (3.1),

A[l + ^(/-r)]"1(l,Ar)--logPexp{-A(l,A/)}<oo.

Hence (l,X) tends, P-a.s., to a finite limit c and

y 1-1
Pexp{-A(l, Xt)} = exp I -ck \l + ^X(t - r)j

By taking the derivatives with respect to X at 0, we get P(l ,Xt) = c.
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3.3.   Theorem 3.1. Let 3s be the Dawson-Watanabe supertransition function

over p. Formula

(3.2) Kt(B) = jKfdv)v (B)

A
determines a one-to-one mapping n from ^Aae(^) onto A%a(p), and the inverse

mapping I: AAAAfp) —> A^AffS6) is given by the formula

(3.3) J Kt(dv)e-{f'"} =exp{-5/Q(/,K)}

where f is an arbitrary positive kt-integrable function and

(3.4) S°t(f,K) = (/,*,) -lj\(V;f)2,Ks)ds.

Proof. It follows from (1.8) that KrTr = Kt for all r < t G R. By Lemma

3.2, the measures /c( are finite and therefore k e A%a(p). By Theorem 1.2 in

[D6], n is one-to-one mapping from 3íae(AÁ°) onto its image Dq . Moreover,

by (1.39) in the same paper, Da D Jifp). Thus DQ = 3AAa(p). The rest of

Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from Theorem 1.2 in [D6].

3.4. Lemma 3.3. Suppose that 3* separates states. Then condition 1.4.B holds

for 3* if and only if it holds for p.

Proof. Let peJAa. By (1.8), if

(3.5) Kt(C)=3A>(a,p;t,C)    for t> a, C e33£¡,

then k = n(K) is given by the formula

(3.6) Kt(B)= ip(dx)p(a,x;t,B)     for t> a, B e33r

Since / and n are inverse, 7<" = 1(k) is given by (3.5) if k is defined by (3.6).

Suppose that 5?fe(3*) = JTJ&). If K e 3AAf(p), then K = 1(k) g XJ?) C
AVa(3°) and therefore k = n(K) has the form (3.6). Since k is extremal, p

is concentrated at one point and k e AVa(p). Since 3P separate states, every

KeAVa(p) is extremal.

For every k e 3fa(p), there exists a finite measure y on Q = {k: k e

Jf^(/>),(!,*,) = 1} suchthat

(3.7) k= Í ky(dk)

(see [D2 or D4], note that (l,kt) does not depend on t). By 1.1.D the mapping

i: Eit -> AVa(p) defined by (1.5) is an isomorphism. Suppose that A%f(p) =

AVfp). Change of variables k = i(x), x e Ea in (3.7) yields

(3.8) k= fi(x)p(dx)

where p(dx) = y{i(dx)}. Clearly (3.8) is equivalent to (3.6). Thus every

k G AAtAa(p) has the form (3.6), and every K e ^ae(3^) can be represented by
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the formula (3.5), i.e., ïïfe(3A>) c AVfA?). The inclusion AlAa(3°) c %Afe(3*)
follows from Theorem 3.1 because K = 1(k) if K and k are given (3.5) and

(3.6).
Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.1 and Lemmas 3.1 through 3.3.

3.5. In the case when 3s is the Fleming-Viot supertransition function over p

Theorem 1.2 follows, in a similar way, from Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 4.2 in

[D6].

4. Concluding remarks

4.1. Concept of a right process—in homogeneous setting—is due to Meyer.

Getoor [G] has investigated it under weaker assumptions. A recent presentation

of the homogeneous theory can be found in [DM or S]. Regular processes—

both, in homogeneous and nonhomogeneous cases—have been studied in [D2,

D3 and Ku].

Let us discuss briefly various forms of the definition of such processes.

A positive measurable function h'(x) is called a p-exit rule if Trh' < hr and

T[h 1 hr as tir. We denote A%f(p) the set of all such functions. A Markov

process 3A, subject to conditions 1.3. B, C is regular if and only if:

4. I.A. For every he¿f(p) and every Pe3AAf(3A), h'(Xf is, P-a.s., right

continuous in t on [r, oo).

Suppose that a set ¿f of positive functions has the following properties:

(i)  If, qx,q2eS then cxqx + c2q2 e € for all constants cx , c2 > 0 .

(ii) If qn e S and qn \ q, then q e &.

Then we say that S is a closed cone. We denote by c(A) the minimal

closed cone which contains A. The class of regular process can be described

by conditions 1.3.B, C and 4.1.A with S^(p) replaced by any A such that

c(A) = ß?(p).
A transition function p is stationary if (Et ,3$f = (E ,33) does not depend

on t and if p(r,x;t,B) = P,_r(x, B) depends only on the difference t — r. If

pt(x,B) is 33^ x ^"-measurable in /, x then (% ,33%) = (R+ ,^8+) x (E ,^)

and 1.5.A is satisfied.

Condition 1.4.A is equivalent to:

4. l.B. The cr-algebra 33 is generated by an algebra "ÄAA of bounded functions

g such that Ttg(x) —► g(x) for all x as / J. 0.

If 33 is the Borel cr-algebra in a metric space, then the role of A§ is usually

played by the set of all bounded continuous functions.

Let X > 0. A positive ^"-measurable function h is called A-excessive if

e- tjj ^ y an(j e~)djJ i / as / | 0 . The class of regular processes can be

defined by 1.3.B, C and:

4.l.C. For every P G A%f(3f) and every A-excessive function /, f(Xt) is

P-a.s., right continuous in t for / > 0.

4.2. Each of conditions 1.3.A, 4.1.A and 4.l.C, with SAA^(3A) replaced by
AVr(3A), determines, in combination with 1.3.B, C the class of right processes.
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A homogeneous right process can be nonregular. However, the corresponding

Ray process when restricted to the set of its nonbranching points is regular.

The regularization of 3f used in §2 is close, in spirit, to the Ray-Knight

compactification. However we work with transition functions rather than re-

solvents and we avoid to specify any topology in state spaces. The branching

points defined in §2.3, correspond to nondegrenerate branching points in theory

of Ray processes.

4.3. The Dawson-Watanabe supertransition function can be defined in certain

spaces of a -finite measures.

Suppose that h'(x) is a strictly positive finite exit rule for p and denote by

JAhl the set of all measures v on (Et,33t) such that (h!,v) < oo. Let A%ht

stand for the natural cr-algebra in JAht. (Note that (JAhl ,3\¡) = (JA( ,33^) if

h = 1 .) By Theorem 3.1 in [D6], there exists a unique transition function 3^

in {-^ht,3hl) such that (1.6) and (1.7) hold for all positive (not only bounded)

^-measurable functions /.

For a general h , we are able to prove only a weaker version of Theorem 1.2.

Denote by AA%a(3?) the set of all measures on y>a subject to condition (1.3)

such that, for every t > a, P{Xt e B} = Kt(B) is a cr-finite measure. Obvi-

ously, JAn(3f) c AWf(3f) c &a(3?).

Theorem 4.1. Let p be a Borel transition function which separates states and

let 3s be the corresponding Dawson-Watanabe supertransition function in

(Eth,A%lh). If p is regular, then 3s is right.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on Theorem 1.2 in [D6] and a modification

of Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 4.2. Let AA¡Ane(p ,h) stand for the set of all k e A?iAae(p) such that

sup(h' ,k) < oo.

A transition function p is right if 1.4.A holds and if for every a e R, A%Al (p, h) =

Proof. Consider 3f ,3f and p defined in Theorem 2.1. Under conditions of

Theorem 4.2, E° = Et can be identified with 3tft(p,h) c 3lAfe(3s) = Ët in such
a way that x e Et if and only if

supP xhs(Xf) <oo.
S>1

Since Ps xh"(Xf < hs(x), it follows from 2.3.F that, for every reR,xeEr,

SMpPtkhu(Xu)<   sup   h5(Xs),    Prx-a.s.
r<l<u      ' s>r,s£A

The right side is finite Pr v-a.s. because {hs(Xf ,SF<s, Pr f} is a positive super-

martingale on (r,co) and Pr xhs(Xf < hr(x) < oo for all s > r. Therefore

Xl g Et for all t> r  Pr v-a.s.
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Choose an arbitrary point ct in Et and put

X'fco) = Xfco)     if Xt(co)eEt,       X't(co) = ct     if Xfco) <¿ E,.

Clearly 3f' = (X't,A^(A), Pr f) is a Markov process in (E( ,3@f with transition

function p. By 2.3.A, ttfißP) = {Pr>ß,P e 9Jt'} and therefore 3A'' is right.

(Conditions 1.3.B, C can be checked as in proof of Theorem 1.1.)

Acknowledgement. I want to thank P. Fitzsimmons and R. K. Getoor for valu-

able comments which lead to significant improvements of the first version of
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